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ABSTRACT
A pttenomenological optical-model analysis of pion elastic scattering and singleand double< harge-exchange scattering to isobaric-analog states is reviewed.
Interpretation of the optical-model paramters

is briefly discussed, and several

applications and extensions are considered. The applicatkms include the study of
various nuclear properties, including neutron deformation and surface-fluctuation
contributions to the density. one promising extension for the near future would be to
develop a microscopic approach based on powerfi.d momentum-space methods brought
to existence over the last decade. In this, the lowest-order optical potential as well as
specific higher-order pieces would be worked out in terms of microscopic pion-nucleon
and delta-nucleon interactions that can be determined within rmdem rrxson-theoretical
frwneworks. A second extension, of a more phenomenological nature, would use
coupled-channel methds

and shell-model wave hnctions ro study dynamical nuclear

correlations in pion double charge exchange.

1. Xn!roduction
One of the great challenges to nuclear theory is to obtain a unified microscopic description
of the effective interactions that quantitatively describe and link nuclear structure with lowenergy-scattering phenomena involving hadronic probes. I will assume that we have an
underlying meson-theoretical description of nuclear structure and reactions for this purpose and
concentrate on Iow+mergy pion scattering (kinetic energy T%< 300 MeV) to discrete states in
nuclei with this in mind.
If one is going to make progress in a microscopic understanding of these reactions, it is
necessary to pursue phenomermlogy and microscopic theory simultaneously.

I will begin

this talk by discussing phenomenology of the optical potential in Sect. 2 and then use this
part of the talk as a launch to the discussion of the microscopic theory in Sect. 3 and
phenonmological

applications. F’ionscattering to discrete states has important applications

because these reactions are able to probe, through the distinct spin and isospin dependence of
the pion-nuclecm interaction, specific singk-parricle and collective properties of nuclei.
Furthermore, shmtdistanct
ex:hange.

correlations in nuclei are probed directly in pion double charge

These will be discussed in Sect. 4. Fion inelastic scattering to the continuum and

pion absorption arc important sources of information about two- and many-body tmwtion
dynamics. The connection of these to the pion optical potential is rather direct [1], but I will
leave discussion of these to other speakers at this conference. In Sect. 5, I will summarize
my assessments of open problems and comment on future directions of the field.
Many people have contributed to the Undermmding that we have in the
phenomenologicd

and microscopic approaches to pion scattering. For the most part

my lecture will refkct my personal prejudices cm the subject and include as examples
mostly work in which I have b:en involved.
2. Phenomenology of Fion Elastic, Single and Double Ch.argc Exchange
I would say that one of the most sucassful

phenomenological description

of scattering to

discrme states is the optical-potential approach of the Michigan State University (MSU) group
[2] in Cornhiiiatiorr ‘witiiItiie disitwted-k;~vc

impuise

appfoxima~ion.

Tine nis:ory of rne ‘MSU

opt ical potential & a long one, beginning with the pioneering work of Ericson and Eric son [31.
The physical significance of the panicular mramctrim.ti(rn adopted for the MS() optical
potential WM generally laid out by the Er-icsons, and has been pursud by many other
researchers in the nwantime.
As you may know, the MS(J group put together results of several other groups to show !hr
hmic crmsiswncy of pi(mic atom data and pion scattering below Tn of shout 50 McV. A fcw
ycu-s ago,
extensi(m

Sicilianrr and I, along with numerous dlahorators,

developed ii IAUICtype

of the MS(J optical potential 10 study pion elastic scattcnng and single and double

(barge exchange scattering to isobaric analog states at both restmancc I4 I and low encrg; I<I

Next, let n :e present some of the results that have been obtained with the extended MSU
potential. These results will be used to motivate the subsequent discussion.
In order to describe the elastic and charge% xchange reactions to the ground state and
isobaric analog states, the optical potential U is expressed in terms of the pion isospin $ and the
nuclear isospin T as
(1)

U= w + uI@.T +W (($LT)2.

The optical potential is taken t~ be expanded as a power series in density. The lowest-order
term is determined serni-theomically.

It is proportional to the experimental pion-nucleon-

scatterhg amplitude, evaluated at a shMe& (complex) energy AE. ‘Theoretical estimates give
the real part of AE to be approximately 2S MeU; for msonance%nergy scattering. I he pieces of
the optical potential second-order in density are closely related to the amplitude for a pirm to
scatter from two rmcleons in the nucleus, and are interesting because of their connection to the
poorly known but fundamental shortdistartce dynamics of hadrons.
We would like to construct the best possible theoretical representation of the lowest-order
optical potential so that the phenornenological description of the second-oder optical potential
will & interpretable based on the underlying theory. For this purpose, it is necessary to use
nuclear wave functions with realistic shapes, especially at resonance energy where the traction
is sensitive to the shape of the nuclear surfacz. In the optical potential model calculations
discussed below, wave functions were obtained from Hartree-Fock theory with the Skyrrne 111
interaction.
Near resonance, the p-waves dominate and the second-order optical potential is
characterized, for a given partial wave and T%,by three complex numbem as follows: the
isoscalar potential (uo) is proportional to the coefficient A(2)0and to the square of the total
density; the isovector optical potential (u 1)to A(2)I and the product of the total and the transition
density to the isobaric analog state; and the isotensor potential (u~, apart liam a correction for
d~~b!~ ~~~nt~~g, to ~~~~~
~~ tk~
~f
~-~+*, - ok- i-~bairic ~ialog state.
“Wlo,..wn Uw,-acyLuUa&.-t
L---- c~sl~~
y---. **
. *“~G~*i●

Phenornenological values at Tx = 162 MeV wem obtained in Ref. [4] and at twu other energies
in Ref. [61. These numbers (and a comparison to calculations of a few specific second-order
effccm explained below) are given in Table I. Elmtic scattering determines AE and A(ZJO,and
the resulting fit is shown in Fig. 1. Forward-scattering single-charge-exchange
and double<hargc-exchange
respectively.

(SCX) (Fig. 2)

(DCX) (Fig. 3) cross sections detmrnine k(2J1and L(2Jz,

The angular distribution for DCX is then pmlicted ~s the solid curve in I:ig, 4.

The fact that the minima of the angular distributions move m smaller angks ctmsist, nt with ~he
data LSan important result that hm been diffwult to obtain in phenornenological analyses thiu
usc altcmat ive mpre.sentations of the medium modifications,
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Although them are a number of parameters in the theory (four complex parameters at each
energy in the results that I have shown), they were found to be universal in the sense that they
characterize the Adependence

of the cross sections throughout the periodic table. As explained

below, the universality is expected, and I believe that it is a non-rnvial result that this actually
occurs at resonance energy and above. At low energy some of the simplicity is lost because of
the long w~velength of the pion and we can no longer argue that the A(z)-pammeters should be
the same for all nuclei.
3.

Microscopic Theory
For an elementary introducuon to the basic theory underlying the MSU optical potential and

its extensions to charge-exchange reactions, see Refs. [13] and [14]. As stressed there, the
special form of the optical potential occurs as a result of making the local-density
approximation and the static approximation applied to nucleon motion, i.e., the pion is treated
relativistically and is assumed to have a much higher velocity than the nuckons, undergoing its
multiple scattering before the nucieons have much of a chance to move. This “fixed scattetw”
approximation effectively decouples the nucleon motion and the pion dynamics, so that one
comes fairly directly to expressions for the pion optical potential in which the pion dynamics
and the nuclear structure are factorized in an expansion in nuclear densities. These coefficients
am related pexturbatively back to the microscopic dynamics using the Dyson expansion, taking
advantage of the connection between the optical potential and the proper self-energy of the pum
in the medium [15,16] and the assumed isospin invariance of the interactions. By looking at
specific examples [16], it was inferred that the A coeffkients would be approximately
independent of A for resonance energys ;attering.

In ibis fashion, one has, in principle, a

connection between the data and the underlying meson “tieory.
What have we learned from the experience with the MSU optical potential? For one thing.
one finds that in charge~xchange maclions there is considerable sensitivity to the medium
modifications of the pion-nucleon interahn.
at the microscopic level, and no comprehensive

So far, we have only hints al what is going on
pictvm has emerged. However, the fact that

the diua are described as well as they are within the general phenomenological framework of
the detwity expansion might be taken as encouragement to go back to the basic theory,
eliminating the static and local density approximations but othetu k following closely the
development of the optical potential through the pion self-energy.
once one eliminates these approximations, the tlwory becomes considerably more
complicated in practice. By using momentun~-space techniques developed over the last decade
[17 ], one has the tool needed to make such an extension. i would like m mention in this regani
sorm of the theoretical results obtained by Ernst and Inyself on the extension of the undei]ying
thint-y,
and

energy.

some of the numerical results obtained in our study of pion scattering at rmoname
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We would like to build up the pion-nucleus interaction beginning with a meson theory that
has had some successes in other areas. TWOcandidate approaches come;:

mind. C)neis the

theory of Quantum Hydrodynamics [18], and the other approach is that of the Bonn group
[19]. The latter has been applied to both the nucleon-nucleon interaction and to nuclei using
Brueckner-Bethe-GoMstone

theory, and it does a reasonably good job here. Pions arc well-

integrated into this theory, and it may be the more suitable one for immedia’~ application to
pion scattering. here
[20], whete chid

have km

SOKIM
attempts to test this theory in pion-nucleon scattering

symmetry constraints am being found important. I would offer the general

observation that the task of constructing the pion-nucleon interaction in meson theo~ has
received consideraMy less attention than it deserves.
In the absence of a satisfactory derivation of the pion-nucleon scattering amplitude horn
meson theory, numerical studies have pmceedcd by adopting an empirical, but theoretically
motivated, off-shell parametrization of the pion-nucleon mteracticm. Several exist in the
literature, and in our studies we have employed one of our own [21], which is distinguished
from sonw of the others by having a rather high mass cutoff (about 1 GeV) for the pionnucleon form factor in the important A33partial wave.
Next, one needs to perform a systematic expansion of the proper self-energy of the pion
sticking as close m possible to the pion-nucleon interaction as a basic expansion element. I
will folhw in this discussion work that Ernst and I are cu.rmtdy doing to extend our earlier
[15] fmed-scattemr approach. In the diagrammatic btnguage that we prefer, the lowest-order
optical potential is shown in Fig. 5. In otder to completely define it, one needs to specify the
dispemive correction [22], which ttfers to die interaction of the nucleon and the delta
resonance in intermediate states. This correct.ion is necessary on physical grounds because it
compensates the nucleon-binding corrections, which are included as part of the kincm~ics.
in our calculations, we have chosen the dispersive cormct.ioc, EMS,to be the average of the
delta-nucleon interaction over the density of the nucleus and the (distotted) wave function of
the pion. For reasons explained in Ref. 22, we have taken the delta-nucleon interaction to be
the same as the nuclcm-nucleon

interaction. Presumably, the deha-nucleon interaction could

“bccalculated with sunw confidence in meson theo~, especially tlm described in Ref. [19].
This LS,I believe, an hnportam subject for future ~~ivity.
Something quite mnarkablc happens when we usc the momentum-space optical potential
with the dispersive correction and full Fermi averaging.

One sees in Fig. 6 a compariswt

theoretical and experimental

at resonance energy.

distribution
parametem.
250

angular distribution on 1k

of the

The angular

is fit quite well over the full angular range considering that there arc no adjusted
Similar quality (within 30%

MeV. In three calculation..,

realistic

at back angles) mSU]LSarc found from about 11 S m
Hartrcc-Fock

wave

functi~,l~

and

sirlgk

pat-tick

energies were used. Our reproduction of the scattering is, however, not perfect and it could tu-

irnprovcd by taking the l{Ms to bc a bit less attractive 122 ~. “This presumably reflects the lii~k ot

second-order terms and/or the need for adjustments to our dispersive correction. At low
energy, elastic scattering seems to be more sensitive to the second-order optical potential than it
is at resonance.
In the theoretical description of the second-order optical potential, one can identi~ many
processes that are expected to be important. One of these is the Pauli principle [11], which
among other things, narrows the resonance by blocking the nucleon states ti~towhich the delta
cart decay in the nucleus. Another contribution, which has the opposite effect in the isoscalar
optical potential, is the broad ning of the resonance due to pion true absorptmn and multiple
inelastic scattering. I believe that the competition between the Pauli narrowing and collision
broadening is one reason why our phenomenologica.1 second-order isoscalar optical potentia!
(Table Ia) tends to be so small, and why the momentum-space optical potential does so well for
elastic scattering already in lowest oder.

Another irnpottant correction to the second-order

optical potential is the spin-isospin Fermi-liquid parameter gOA’[24]. This and the long-range
cot-relation arising from the Pauli principle give a net tepulsive effect, which may explain why
our delta-nucleon potential seems a bit too strong in the momentum-space calculations. The
amount of repulsion arising from correlations is model dependent, being somewhat sensitive to
the off-shell extension of the pion-nucleon scattering amplitude. Perhaps catcfid systematic
studies with the momentum-space optical potential will help narrow the uncertainties in the offshell extrapolation of the pion-nucleon scattering amplitude and the other related quantities that
we have discussed here.
We find that a large part of the isovector second-order potential might be explained by the
Pauli principle (see T~ble Ib). So far we have hem unable to give a convincing explanation of
the origin of the phermmenological i.sotensor potential. Table Ib shows a comparison of this to
the isotensor

part

of the delta-nucleon interaction [ 12], but we see that it does not have the

correct phase and variation with energy. It is intriguing that the isotensor coefficient appears to
have a resonant shape that agrees well in magnitude and shape with an estimzte made by Miller
of resonant sixquark cluster effects. Singham and Koltun have recently proposed that the
isotensor ccmtribuaon arising from me absorption should give something that looks like the
phenonmological

result.

Becaus- of the direct connection between the isotensor optical

potential and dynamical corrdations

such as those mentioned here, interest temains high in

pion dw~ble charge exchange.

4, Applications of pion scattering
In this section I would like to di.scu..s three applications of pion scattering.
knowledge of the density dependence of the optical
prrpmics

Can we use our

potential todetermine interesting nuc!car

that have not been previously determined empirically?

The first two applications

address this question making use of the optical potential discussed in Sect. 2. which was
determined from independent rmasurcmcnts on spherical nuclei,

lIw

first IS a study of the

sensitivity of elastic scattering to a dynamical corttxtion to the density that arises from
fluctuations of the nuclear surface. The second is a study of the sensitivity of siiigle-chargeexchange scattering to he deformation of the neutrons in oriented, deformed nuclei. The fiial
application is to pion double charge exchange at low energy, where it is likely that one has
isolated signatures of the two-body “kinematic,” or shell-model correlations, in the data.
The first application was made in collaboration with Geert Wenes [25]. This study was
trotivated by recent suggestions [26] that the coupling of surface vibrations into the groundstate density am significant, leading to corrections to the root-mean-square radius of up to 5 YO
and

the

diffuseness of up to 20%. Such corrections would have a large effect on pion

scattering. A large effect would be bad because these corrections are difficult to calculate, and
because we have assumed in our phenomenological analysis that the uncorrelated Ham-ee-Fock
wave fiction

is a satisfactory description of the nuclear ground state.

For our evaluation of the importance of surface fluctuations, Werws and I have considered
so far only the case of *a.

The conrnbution to the density arising from the surface

fluctuation is made up of superpositions of the single panicle-hole excitations (phonons)
shown in Fig. 7. The phonons were calculated in the random-phase approximation.
be careful, when embedding the phonons iKthe scattering theory, to

One must

avoid various sources

of

double counting. We included some of the double-counting corrections in our results, and in
the end it came out that the net effect of the surface fluctuations on the neutron and proton
densities is quite small. The densities are shown in Fig. 8. The corresponding differential
cross section for z - elastic scattering from ~a

is shown in Fig. 9. The data agree moderately

well with the theory and from this comparison we cannot distinguish between the two
calculations.

We conclude that the uncorrelated Hartree-Fock description of the density is

adequate for the purposes
The theoretical rtdts

of

pion scattering from closed-shell

nuclei like Wa

of pion single charge exchange that 1 will discuss next come from

work that has just been completed in collaboration with Johann I?artel and Mano Singham. We
consider SCX to the isobaric-amdog state in deforrrd

nuclei.

Because SCX to the isobaric

analog state takes place on the excess neutrons, one can hope m learn somet!!ing abmtt t!!?
wave functions of these neutrons from this type of experiment.
The wtinlde that I want to discuss is that if this experiment is done on an oriented, deformed nucleus. then me can in principle learn about the ~

of the excess neutrons

[28 ]. The study of the deformation by scattering pions from an oriented target represents a
new approach to the probkm, and the experiment is now being analtitd.
In order to orient the nucleus, the ground state must have non-zero spin, and it turns out
[hat a good candidate is the ram<arth nuckui l~Ho.

The idea of the experiment is to make the

measurement for two different orientations of the nucleus, determining the orientation
asymmetry As,

(2)

where a
and a

L

refers to the cross section of a nucleus polarized perpendicuhr to the beam direction

refets to a nucleus with random orientation. (The original idea

was to

determine the

orientation asymmetry As corresponding to longitudinally and transvemely ori~-ted nuclei,
but it turned out that a measurement of the longitudinal orientation is not feasible.) It is easy to
convince oneself that the orientation asymmetry is sensitive to the defol mation if one makes use
of the geomerncal character of diffractive

scattering

of resonance-energy pions.

The case of a deformed nucleus is an interesting application of the optical model because of
the existence of a new degtee cf freedom, namely deformation. To implement the theory, one
represents the neutron, proton, and transition densities in the optical potential of Eq. (1) as

(3)

Pi = p(o)(r) + 4n Z p ‘k)(r) YL(Q)oYJ;)

where Q is the angle

of the intrinsic axis of the nucleus relative to a set of axes freed in the

laboratory. The Klein-Gordon equation now becomes more complicated to solve, and the
simplest way to approach the solution is project the scattering wave function onto a complete
set of Wigner D-functions DMIW1,which describe the rotational motion of the nucleus. (Me
then has a set of coupled equations to solve for the scattered wave function when the nucleus is
left in a state of rotational motion described by ~.

In the actual calculations it is, of

course, necessary to uuncate the set of equations.
Let me show some of the results now for simpk densities. If we determine the multipole
components in Eq. (3) !iom a Woods-Saxon form whose mdial dqmdence

is matched to the

result of a Hartree-Fock calculation for defcwmed nuclei and take Ap = pn - ~, we c~
calculate the sensitivity to the neutron- and proton-deformtion

parameters, ~ and ~,

respectively. Results are shown in Fig. 10. One sees in fact that for larger angles, there is a
striking sensitivity of the asymmetry to the relative neutron and proton deformation. The
experimenters have concluded from such calculations that they should be able to determine
~

to an accuracy of five percent, which wodd be the best experimental value so far.
We also solved the theorv using densities takn from the constrained Hartme-Fock (CHF)

calculations of deformed nuciei. Results for the differential cross section from unoriented
165H0 and for the asymmetry paranxter As and ~~ as a function of scattering angle are shown
in Fig. 11. One sees that the cross sec:ion compams favorably to experiment. We stress that
the pararnetem in the theory have been completely determined kom studies of spherical nuclei.
For AS, our CIIF theory gives w
= ().95. The preliminary result of the experiment is a
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slightly larger value, but the experimenters have requested that I not show the comparison of
~s to experiment because the data analysis is not yet complete.
Finally, let mc return to pion double charge exchange. One of the main masons for the
long-standing interest in pion double charge exchange is that it requires, in coltrast to elastic
and single charge exchange, the participation of at least two nucleons. Double charge
exchange, therefore, gives a direa measure of the two-body correlations in nuclei.
We have already discussed double charge exchaiiqgefor pions of resonance energy and
higher. There one finds that there is a significant isotensor term, which confms

substantial

correlation, i.e., a substantial scattering in addition to sequential single-charge-exchange
through the isobaric-analog state. Identifying the origin of the isotensor term remains one of
the high priorities of pion physics.
It is useful for interpreting the isotensor potential in terms of the two-body correlations
to distinguish two broad classes of correlation effects. One class refers to the “kinematic”
correlations that are found in the nucleon sector of the wave function and that are
described by the shell model; the other refers to the “dynamic” correlations. The latter
arise from non-nucleonic components in the nuclear wave function and those that are
induced by the incident pion. These are of great interest because much less is known about
them and because they contain fundamental information about the interaction of a pion and
two nucleons in close proximity.
Because we have used uncorrelated wave functions to describe the ground state of the
target, the phenomenological isotensor potential of Eq. (1) includes both types of correlations,
and at the present ti.rm we do not know their relative cumxhtion.

One important future

activity is to differentiate between the kinematic and dynamic correlations in the data Use of
experimental data with an appropriate theoretical analysis will permit the different pieces to be
separated. In the next section, I will come back to the question of how one might be able to do
this. First, let rrw try to cla.r@ some of these poi-us by making some remarks about the
importance of tie kinematical correlations, as determined m-xntly in studies of low-ener~j pion
dnllh!r Chmvr
—.- $,xcha!!gc.
.
At low energy, it has been shown that the kinematic an-relations ha”~ea strong influence on
the differennal cross section for DCX, and analytical formulas of a general character have been
derived in the seniority scheme. For example, the differential cross section o is given in terms
of the angular momentum j of the individual orbit and the number of neutrons n = N - Z filling
this orbit a.. [30]

(4)
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where A and B are two independent amplitudes related to the assumed reaction mechanism and
having no dependence on n. Double charge exchange occuring as two single charge exchanges
through d-misobaric analog sta’e is included entirely in the A term. The optical potential used
for the analysis in Sect. 2 would lead to a cross section with similar structure, with the
isotensor interaction closely related to B.
An important observation based on the low-energy experimental data is that with B = O in
Eq, (4) double charge exchange cannot be described. IrI particular, the calculations using the
optical model [5] without an isotensor term gave a cross section too small for DCX on 14C
even though elastic and single charge exchange were well described. By including an isotensor
term [5] or by coupling in the 2* state [31,32] in SCX it was shown that the cross secdon
could be raised by about the required amount. The importance of the shell-model correlations
was demonstrated explicitly in the numerical work of Ref. [33], where the DCX amplitude
was calculated as sequential pion charge exchange in the second J30m approximation with
closure applied to sum over intermediate states. In this work, the magnitude of these
calculations came out rather well at 35 MeV for 1’$Cand the Ca isotopes with just sequential
scattering, giving a large B coefficient. Combining all these works, we conclude that the shellmodel correlations make a substarml contribution to the isotensor potential at low energy.
However, because various phenomemological adjustments were made in all of them, we do not
know how much of the isotensor term is also contributed by dynamical correlations.
To summarize the most important point concerning DCX, we can say that the influence of
the shell-model correlations is quite significant, at least for low<nergy pion double charge
exchange. The low-energy DCX calculations have been now made by several different groups
from different points of view, but one is still not sure how much of the cross section is due to
dynamical isotensor correlations. It is time to comuine the understanding gained by the
different approaches to try to determine the answer to this question. Some of the necessary
ti,jyi.dients include shell-model wave functions, a proper treatment of single-charge-exchange
nonana.log transitions, dynamical isotensor correlations, and distornons of ‘he pion wave
function.
5. Future
In

tiCtiOtlS

terms of developrrumt ot the microscopic theory, I have indicated that a derivation,

from meson theory, of the pion-nucleon interaction and specific higher-order terms in the
optical potential, especially the delta-nucleon interaction, are high priorities. Double charge
exchange is now an exciting area where much work and understanding is needed. I will spend
the remainder of this section discussing the extensions of the theory that could lead to deeper
understanding of this process.
In Sect. 2 I discussed the optical model of the ground state and isobaric analog states in
closed-shell nuclei, wherr the pion proper self-energy gives the the optical potential.

What is
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the appropriate extension of the optical model to excited states and to open-shell nuclei? Could
all the ingredients that wtze mentioned above and necessary for understanding dynamical
isotemor corrdations in pion DCX be combined within an extended optical-model patterned
after the approach of Sect. 2-4 in this talk?
The need for a simultaneous study of several ,eactions at once suggests that coupled
channels would constitute the appropriate extension. Furthermore, explicitly summing over the
nor.analog as well as analog SCX intermediate states in DCX, as would occur in a coupled
channels formulation, would overcome various limitations of the DWIA and CIOSUR
approximations.

Mano Singham and I have proposed a formal scattering theory [34] that

provides a microscopic basis for doing this. We have begun to apply some of these ideas to
do~ble charge exchange, and we hqe that in this fashion we cart bring together the shell
lnodel, which oescribm the kint,matic correlations, with specific models of t+e dynamic
correlations. Such a procedure is, I beheve, the one that is most likely to lead to a clean
separation of the two types of correlations, and it is the one to which I alluded in the last
section.
So far, OWF
inwruments are able to msoive only the isobaric analog state and a few giant
resonances in single char~e exchange, so an empirical characterization of most of the SCX
transitions that contribute to double charge exchange is unavailable. However, the
development of a I-@h-resolwion neutral pion spectrometer is being considered [35], and this
instmmen: would make possible the required measurements.
A coupled<hannei formulation will naturally take u.. beyond the local-density
approximation of Sect. 2 and thereby enable us to deal properly with the kinematic correlations
in nearly all cases of interest for pion reactions to discrete final states. The nuclear structure
needed for these studies is now available as a remdt of the extensive development of the shell
model that has occur-d over the last several decades. Lnart analogous way that the unified
approach to pion elastic single and double charge exchange described in Sect. 2 gave insights
into the i.mspin dependence of the second-order pion-rxtic!eus optical potential, we can use
what is known about the structure of’ the excited states of nuclei to study the spin and

spin-

isospin components of the pion-nucleus interaction and, possibly, their density-dependence ils
well. This analysis would surwlv provide further clues about Ihe microscopic origin of the
medium modifications to the pirm-nuckwn imeraclion.
The author would like m express his appreciation to Dr. Mac!-Iand the organizers for their
the hospittility at the Conference.
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TABLE 1(a) Energy dependence of optical potential.

TX and AE am given in McV and

L(z) in fm~. Values of k@)l and k@Jz are shown for several models.

~(a)~
(Fit)

AE

~(z)~
(Fit)

~(z),
(Fit)

162

35 + 0.3i

0.8 + 3.7i

7.7 + 16i

230

20+ 9.7i

3.1 + 0.8i

-1.0+6i

-1,6 + 4.2i

292

19 i- 4.9i

1.7 + 2.4i

-2.8- 0.6i

-2.7 + 0.9i

Tn

1.7+lli

TABLE l(b)
Tn

X(4*

h(z)~
(Pauli)(a)

L(2)2

(NA)@)

(Dibaryons)(c)

.—
162

10.4 + 6.8i

-7 + 9.9i

2.4 + 9.8i

230

-2,0 + 4.2i

-2.9- 2.8i

-1.2 + 3.7i

292

-1.8 + 0.6i

-0.6- 1.4i

-0.5 + 1.5i

(a) Ref. 11; (b) Ref. 12; (c) G.A. Miller, private communication
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FIGURE CAPTICNS
1.

Comparison of optical-model fits to experimental @ and m elastic-scattering data.
The datamay be found in Refs. [7]and [8].

2.

Comparison of optical-model fits of single charge exchange da/d42(OO)to data at
Tn = 164 MeV. The x represent data and the solid square represents the
theoretical result. The data are from Ref. [9].

3.

Comparison of optical-model fits of double charge exchange d@i.i2(5~ to data at
Tn = 164 Me V. The x represent data and the solid square repnxents the
theoretical result. For the experimental papers, see Ref. [10].

4.

Angular Disrnbution for DCX to the double-isobaric-analog state. The dashed
line corresponds to the simple theory, in which there are no medium
modifications.

The solid line

is a pr~diction including medium modifications

obtained from the optical-model analysis of elastic, SCX and DCX forwardangle cross sections shown in Figs. 1 -3.
5,
.

Lowest-order optical I otentia.1(a) and some of its components (b).

6.

Comparison between theoretical-optical-potential calculation and experiment for
12C at Tn = 162 MeV. ‘l%e data am from Ref. [23]

7.

Diagrams evaluated to assess the importance of surface fluctuations in closcdshell nuclei. The spiral is a phonon.

8.

Influence of surface fluctuations on neutron and proton densitiss in %a.

The

d~shcd curve is the Hartrce-Fock result and the solid curve includes the surface
flucttlations corrections.
9.

Effect of admixture of surface fluctuation on angular distribution for elastic
scattering of n- on a~a.

“Ile u~ta arc from Ref. [27]. The legend is the same as

in Fig. 8.
1(). Sensitivity of the micntation symmetry Zs to ratio of ~~.
rlu. (a) ~iiffcrrntiui cross
:1.
Cidculiiiion of pi~rl scaiicriiig fi(liii UnOficiitcu~ 165~*
Scctiml; (b) orientation ~symmctry. ‘Ile data arc from Ref. [29].
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